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The business meeting of the Ep
worth League will be held next Mon
day evening with Mrs. Mabel Huff on
York Street.

Old Glory was prominent yesterday.
We believe more people are attending
The matting factory shut down for a the circus in Biddeford to-day, Wednes
few days.
day, than have ever been there on any
We are really having some good previous occasion.
weather after all.
Clarence E. Richards of this village
Mr. Simpson of Haverhill was in was appointed district deputy of Dis
trict No. 2 recently by Grand Chancel
town over the fourth.
lor Kimball of Norway,
Mrs. A. H. Lord went to Stoneham
The employees of the leatherboard,
today for an extended visit.
leatheroid and counter works mills are
Mrs. Granville Berry and son of Ports having a vacation from Saturday noon
mouth was in town this week.
until Thursday of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Chambers of Bos
Miss Lelia Murphy who has been
ton are in town for a few days.
the guest of Rev. G. F. Millward, for
Friday of this week the W. C. T. U. merly pastor of the Methodist church
will meet with Mrs. E. J. Cram.
here, returned home Tuesday.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wakefield of
Miss Addie Mathews and Mr. Jesse
Lawrence spent the 4th in town.
Waterhouse of this village were married
Mrs. Chas. H. Littlefield of Portland June 29th. They will reside on Grove
street in the upper tenement belonging
is the guest of Mrs. H. A. Lord.
to Mr. Fred Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wakefield of
We understood that Messrs. Jones &
Haverhill were in town over the Fourth.
Clark were to receive the contract for
Mr. DeCorsey, who is working for W. the Catholic Church and start on the
D. Hay, spent the fourth in Ports same at once. It seems that the j>lans
mouth.
are not yet fully materialized.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Thompson and
Dr. F. C. Lord of this town and Miss
son of Campello are visiting Mrs. Henry Bunker of Woodfords are to be married
Temple.
in Portland this week. They will oc
The D. of P. had several Visitors from cupy the lower tenement on Grove street
the Port at their meeting last Monday recently vacated by Fred Moore.
evening.
*

Picnics.

The Barry homestead is occupied
this summer by Mrs. D. F. Reed of Sunday Schools Have all Held Their
Pawtucket. R.JI.
> Outings.
We may as well drop the village
Kennebunk Beach seems to be the
improvement^uestion. There seems to center of attraction this season for the
be nothing doing.
Sunday Schools.
Last Wednesday the Unitarian So
Mrs. W. S. Rainsford and family of
Cambridge, Mass., are visiting Rey. and ciety held the field making their head
quarters at Ramanascho Hall. The
Mrs. H. L. Hanson.
Mrs. Forest Ward and young son day was an ideal one and a flue time
Jack were the guests of Mrs. John Ward was enjoyed. Thursday the Congrega
tional Society and Sunday School cele
a few days last week.
brated in a like manner with a large
The store windows were most of them attendance and a good time was the
tastefully decorated with the national verdict.
colors during the 4th.
Tuesday, the 4th, the Baptists held
Mr. Samuel C Clark and family have a picnic at Great Hill,, the younger
been spending several days at their children being conveyed by team. It
was an ideal day and a most delightful
cottage on Great Hill.
outing.
Miss Maud Morang of this village and
Today, Wednesday, the Methodist
Mr. Geo. Gardner Rounds of Biddeford
society are holding their picnic at
were married recently.
the Beach.
Miss S. L. Thompson has arrived for
the summer. She has been in Port The Declaration of Independance.
land during the winter.
Within its narrow confines now it lies,
A shroud of darkness round its aged
Mrs. Welch of North Berwick has
form;
been spending a few days. with her
Hid from the sight of eager, peering
mother,. Mrs. E. T. Harden.
eyes,
Lewellyn Caine, accompanied by his
Those words which prophesied the
mother, are taking a few weeks’ outing
cbming storm,
combining business and pleasure.
As dawning light shows clouds that
Rev. and Mrs. W. F. Holmes and
soon may break,
daughter Bessie arrived home Satur
A nation’s dawning light, and yet it
day night from Middletown, Conn.
told
Thornton Academy is to be congratu What a nation’s morning perchance
might hold—
lated in securing the services of Prof.
Those words which placed a country’s
Woodbury of Kimball Union Academy.
all at stake,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Porter and And those there are who say ’tis grow
daughter, accompanied by Miss Ger
ing dim,
trude Hartwell are visiting Mr. Porter’s
Brave words the statesman’s hand did
parents.
thereon trace.
Rev. H. L. Hanson, Rev. A. C. Fulton Preserve it if ye may, but stern and grim,
and Miss Clara Meserve of this village
Wage fiercer fight to Independence
gave some interesting addresses at the
make
York County Sunday School Associa Which shall a nation’s honor ever grace,
tion held at South Berwick last Wed
And time be powerless to thus efface.
nesday.
Helen Frances Ward.

LAWN SWINGS, HAMMOCKS
PIAZZA CHAIRS. SETTEES

Before purchasing your
Summer Outfit visit
THE BIG STORE

S.k B. Emery & Company
XYORK COUNTY’S LARGEST HOUSE FURNISHERS

SANFORD :::::: MAINE

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED.

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE IN CONNECTION

SANFORD CELEBRATES

waking and half sleeping, taking in
the novel delight of relaxatiou and
giving up to the enjoyment of blue
waters and bright sunshine.
As we are on a German line foreigners
predominate, and we hear all around us
strange tongues, Italian, Spanish and
French, as well as GernVan. «Even the
chief officers of the boat do not seem
very fluent with their English, and when
one bf them kindly acted as escort for a
look at the emigrants in their quarters
at the other end of the boat, we were
not quite sure of being understood in
*511 we said. We could look down upon
the emigrants from the upper deck, and
they seemed to be having a pretty good
time judging by the chatter that was
going on.
The waiters at the table nod and
smile and I have learned to help things
out by signs and pointing to my tongue
when I want some of that article for
food, though my friends may assure me
I am well supplied with it for other pur
poses, and covering over with my finger
parts of the menu I don’t want such as
“beefsteak and onions” and I get it all
* 3rd DivisioN
The Fancy Floats consisted of Am right minus the tearful bulb.
The cooking is decidedly German and
erica, Director of All Nations, Cuba’s
Protection, and Christopher Columbus. I looked with horror the first meal at
sea at the collection of greasy messes
They were splendid.
Merchants’ Teams—Miss N. S. Har being devoured by the men opposite
den’s was beautifully decorated with but the table is said to be fine by those
roses and occupied by the three young who are versed in such delicacies and
as for myself most of the time I have
milliners and a child.
kept to plain dishes, and reaped the
8<B. Emery’s was fitted up as a par benefit of my cautious diet by keeping
lor with beautiful rugs, draperies and on deck when the heavy eaters are pay
furniture. Both took prizes.
ing the price for the good things of this
Automobiles—Mr. Wm. Bodwell’s’ life they have enjoyed. We lead an out
was beautifully decorated in yellow of door life taking our books and papers
and white and Chas Holmes was decor on deck and nearly every one is burned
ated with the national colors; taking by this time to a bright crimson, while
first and secohd prizes.
elaborate hair dressing is quite useless
The Horribles—It was hard to decide while we wOo the rough caresses of the
which was the winner, but Leaving the ocean breezes.
The seventh day out we sighted the
Old Farm and the Rag Team won the
prizes. The House Boat and the Man Azore Islands, or, as they are sometimes
dolin Club took the money in Local called, the Western Islands. They form
Hits. The judges were J. A. Lowe, W. an’irregular line of some 400 geograph
ical miles consisting of nine islands,
E. Davis and Geo. A. Batchelder.
There was a game bf ball in the a. m. Sa*n Miguel being the largest, about 700
and a lot of aquatic sports at Mill miles west of the coast of Portugal.
Flores the most western is 1680 miles
Pond for which prizes were offered.
At noon the ringing of bells and at from Newfoundland.
As we were ahead of time the Captain
1 p. m. a band concert on Central
took
the inner route between the islands
Square by’the Somersworth band. The
giving us a fine opportunity to see the
Field sports were on Goodall’s Field
commencing at 1.30 a. m. Paiuchauds’ rough cqast with its picturesque rocky
---------- i---------- :--------------- i------------and Kennebunk bands furnished the
]
[Continued. on Fourth Page.]
music.
In the afternoon there was a play
out by Sanford Mill Steamer at the
pond. Music by Kennebunk band.
At 4 p. m. there was a base ball
game on Goodall’s field between the
Sanford and Milton teams. The Somers
worth band furnished music and the
score stood 1 to 1 in favor of Sanford.
This was followed by a Dress Parade
by Laurier Rifles of Biddeford and
the Sanford Company. Painchaud’s
band furnishing excellent music.
A display of fireworks was sent off
Arrested by Russian Police
during the evening on Goodall’s Field.

An Ideal Day and a Big Crowd
y
in Attendance

A VERY SUCCESSFUL AFFAIR
Everyone More Than Satisfied With Program, Which
Lasted from Early Morning Until Late
at Night. The Prize Winners.
One of the best celebrations ever
held in this section was that at Sanford
Tuesday the 4th.
The day was an ideal one, the crowd
was a large one and from early morning
until late at night there was something
doing and as a matter of fact not an
accident of any kind happened to mar
the day’s pleasure.
All the night before the tooting of
horns, the ringing of bells and the Arc
ing of guns etc., proclaimed that the
aay was drawing near.
The parade was splendid the march
ing of the various companies receiving
unstinted praise.
The Kennebunk Military Band and
the Veteran Fireman’s Association, En
gine Washington, No. 2, with 50 men,
took part in the parade and made a
fine appearance. The band rendered
some excellent music.
The companies who went from here
say that they were never used better.
Everything seemed to be “without
money and without price.” The dinner
they tell us was excellent.
Following was the formation of Pa
rade and some of the prizes:—
1st Division

Chief Marshall, Capt. M. E. Bennett
and Staff
Somersworth Band—25 pieces
Company F. N. G. S. M , Sanford
Laurier Rifles, Biddeford
Company G. N. G. S. N., Biddeford
Lieut. Wm. H. Miller Camp, S. of V.
Wm. Reed Post, Gi, A. R.
Col. Scamman, Co. A, Red Men’s
League
2nd Division

Kennebunk Band—22 pieces
Kennebunk Veteran Firemen’s Assn.,
Engine Washington No. 2
Biddeford Fire Department
♦ West Kennebunk Fire Department
Sanford Fire
Department—Alert
Chemical, Alert Hose, Alert Hook and
Ladder
Painchaud’s Band— 25 pieces
Over one thousand dollars was raised
Sanford Mills Fire Department— for this celebration, which all voted to
Steamer Co., Hose Co., No. 1, Hose Co., be one of the best that York County
No. 2, Hook and LadderlCo.
has ever held.

European Letter.
Miss E. A. Clark Writes of her Pas
sage Across the Atlantic. .
At SEA ON THE “PRINCESS IRENE”

June 3rd.
‘‘When I come home, come home,
come home again.”
The band was playing the familiar
strains and our friends had given us
their parting gifts and showered us
with good wishes, and now stood
watching us from the shore with wav
ing handkerchiefs as we left the wharf,
and the watery barrier widened be
tween us. Overhead waved the flag of
another country, but I caught the stars
and and stripes from the hand of a
little child near me and flung back a
parting goodbye to our own dear land,
at last beginning to realize that my
dream had come true; I had started for
Europe.
There was not much time to spend in
sentiment if we followed out the in
structions of the guide books. Things
must be put in readiness for the advance
of that dread spectre of the Atlantic—
seasickness, that might be waiting to
turn into bitterness the cup of joy we
were just pressing to our lips.
It seemed a shame to unpack going
down the harbor, but 1 did not lose
much time in getting into my sea-going
cloths, and adorned with a bunch of
flowers taken from those brought as a
parting gift from our friends I went on
deck only to find the sea still keeping
its smiling face, which it has persist
ently shown us day after day.
It seems sometimes as I look about
me as if we might have chartered
‘‘Lord’s Point” and added a few smoke-

stacks and gOne sailing over the Atlan
tic, so steady and solid seem the decks
as we glide smoothly along.
I fear, however, that “Lord’s 'Point”
could hardly accommodate all the peo
pie that the “Princess Irene” is hear
ing along so easily—between one and
two thousand. One thing !s exempli
fied to perfection, in its arrangetuents the art of utilizing every
bit of space.
Our staterooms are
fitted up with a multitude of little
closets and drawers, and we fiave
quickly learned to accomodate our
selves to limited space. After, all to
one who has crossed the continent in a
sleeper our quarters seem quite palatial.
There is no choice of place either in
regard to scenery, for on all sides
stretches the broad ocean and above the
soft blue sky, with white fleecy clouds
only at sunset, changing into exquisite
tints of varied colors, with the sun
like a big red ball sinking slowly be
neath the waves.
The days are much alike. To one
who has been leading a busy lire the
transition at first seems strange; no
paper to read, no mail to open, but
complete isolation from the outside
world, and everything for the present
centered in this moving colony alone
on the great Atlantic.
Acquaintances progress rapidly in
the free and easy intimacy of shipboard
life. One learns tp feel a real interest
in the persons who were entire strangers
but a few days ago, whether one has
been down to dinner or another has
gained courage to leave her berth, or
another enjoyed a good night’s rest—
all the little interests are magnified,
and help to fill out the day, and when
for hours one learns to lie wrapped
in a warm rug in a steamer chair, half

Trolley Notes.
Gathered Here and There and Told
to Those Interested in the
Doings of the Road.

There was a dance at the Old Falls
Monday night.
The trolleys handled the crowd splen
didly during the rush of the 4th.
There were 179 fares rung in on one
of the trolley to Biddeford today.
The open cars have been running
since last Saturday and they are' much
appreciated by the public.
A special car left Biddeford at 5 A.
M. Tuesday to convey the companies to
Sanford in time for the day’s outing.
The band concert which was to have
been given at the Old Falls pavillion
last Sunday was omitted on account of
the stormy weather.
If stocks can fluctuate any more than
the time table of the A. S. L. R. R. has
for the past few days it will keep the
people guessing all ri^ht.
The dance at the Old Falls Saturday
was attended by a large crowd and ex
cellent music was furnished by the
Smith’s orchestra of Sanford.
There were two dances at the Cape
Casino the 4th, the music being fur
nished by Allen of North Berwick. A
large number were in attendance.
Those new registers which are on
some of the open cars are something en
tirely new in this section. All of the
cars are to be equipped with them as
soon as possible.
The Cape Casino opened last Satur
day and many were down during the
day. In the evening a most successful
dance was given, the music being fur
nished by Alien’s orchestra of North
Berwick/
There is a sign in the post office at the
Port which reads’ “Cars for Biddeford,
Cape Porpoise and Kennebunk every
half hour, Old Falls and Sanford every
hour”, but the half hour time to Ken
nebunk doesn’t always run.

Fleetwood Opened.
The Fleetwood was opened last Sat
urday and there are how eight guests
from Haverhill and Lawrence as regu
lar visitors, kfr. and Mrs. C. R. Little
field, Rev. A. C. Fulton and family and
Mrs. Edwin Parsons will take their
meals there.

A Soldier of
Commerce
Convicted on a False Charge

Sentenced to Siberia

Liberated by His Sweetheart
Shipwrecked on the Caspian
Re-arrested by the Russians

In the Hands of Bandits

Final Trial and-------

But we must not spoil the
story for our readers by
telling how it ended. The
foregoing are a few of the
things which happened to
the American, Harvey
Irons,

A Soldier of
Commerce

The girl smiled archly at him.

while engaged in selling American goods in the

Empire of the Czar
We have secured the rights for this brillirnt story, which,
aside from its absorbing interest, portrays in vivid colors
the peculiar methods of Russian officials

To Be Printed Serially
In This Paper
L- -à
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A TRIP TO A STAR.
The Ages of Time It Would Take One
to Reach Centauri.

Baking Watches.

“I will be with, you In a moment I
must finish the baking of. this batch
of watches first.”
The speaker was a jeweler. He said
as he worked:
“I suppose you are surprised at the
idea of watch baking. I will explain.
The machinery of a watch is delicate,
yet it must work the same in winter
as in summer, the same in Russia as
In Cairo, the ¿ame in the Sahara as In
Iceland. There is only one way to ac
complish this—the watch must be reg
ulated to heat and cold.
. “I am regulating these' watches to
heat. Afterward, In a refrigerator, I
will regulate them to cold. Then
when they go out in the world they
won’t disgrace themselves in any cli
mate. Chronometers must be regulat
ed more carefully than watches. They
are often kept for weeks In tempera
tures that are now zero and now 120
degrees.”—Philadelphia Bulletin.

“Let us suppose a railway to have
been built between the earth and the
fixed star Centauri,” said a lecturer.
Issued Every Wednesday by
“By a consideration of this railway’s
workings we can get some idea of the
ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD, enormous
distance that intervenes be
tween Centauri and us.
Editor and Publisher,
“Suppose that I should decide to
Kennebunk, - - - Maine.
take a trip on this new aerial line to
the fixed star. I ask the ticket agent
Subscription, One Year, in Advance
$1.00 what the fare Is, and he answers:
Three Months, . - - .
• ’•
“ ‘The fare Is very low, sir. It la
Single Copies 3 Cents.
only a cent each hundred mil^Z
“ ‘And what, at that rate, will the
through ticket one way cost?’ I ask.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 5, 1905.
“ ‘It will cost just $2,750,000,000/ he
answers.
“I pay for my-ticket and board the
Noted Dead In Trinity Churchyard.
train. We set off at a tremendous rate.
Alexander Hamilton Is buried In
“ ‘How fast,’ I ask the brakeman,
Trinity churchyard, at the head of Wall ‘are we going?* •
street, New York, and the grave Is
“ ‘Sixty miles an hour, sir/ says he,
Incentives to Marriage.
marked by a conspicuous white mar ‘and It’s a through train. There are no
Apparently the German town of
ble monument near the Rector street stoppages?
station of the elevated road. His wife,
" ‘We’ll soon be there, then, won’t Haschmann does not believe in a state
of single blessedness. Annual prizes
who lived until 1854, fifty years after we?’ I resume.
j
’
Trte
offered to the men who wed the
his death In the duel with Burr, Is
“ ‘We’ll make good time, sir? says
ugliest, the most deformed and the old
buried beside him. Albert Gallatin, the brakeman.
est women in the town. Eighty dollars
who succeeded Hamilton as secretary
" ‘And when will we arrive?*
of the treasury, lies only a few feet
“ ‘In just 48,663,000 years? ’’—Phila Is paid to the man who marries
ugliest, while but $60 is the reward for
away, and near by is also the grave delphia Bulletin.
the one marrying the cripple. All wom
of Robert Fulton, inventor of the
en over forty who have been jilted at
steamboat Another famous occupant
SACRED 8TONES.
least twice bring their spouses sums
of Trinity churchyard, whose monu
which
vary according to the state of
ment is near the Broadway gate, Is Some That Claim to Mark the Centex
the fund, which was left by a rich
Captain James Lawrence of the United
of the Universe.
resident of the town. The average
States navy, commander of the frigate
The sacred black stone of the Man
Chesapeake, who fell In battle with chu dynasty Of Chinese In Mukden Is price paid is $50 to each unless they
the British ship Shannon June 1, 1813, the center of the universe, according tc should be unusually numerous, while
in the thirty-second year of his age. old Chinese superstitions, and added the trustees are empowered to pay a
As he fell upon the deck he cried to venerabillty comes to Mukden from the larger sum when, In their judgment, it
seems wise to hold' forth a special In
his subordinates, "Don’t give up the graves of the emperors near by.
ducement to procure the marriage of
ship!”
_______________
The Do-ring in Lassa, Tibet, is an some particularly unfortunate woman.
other center of the universe, which, ac
A Dosing; Dream.
cording to the Tibetan priests, is shap
< Cariosities About Wood.
"I made a nice Idiot of myself the ed exactly like the shoulder blade of a
The strongest wood which grows
other morning,” said the commuter,
sheep. All distances are measured within the limits of the United States
who Is paying teller in a savings bank. from it, and it is very sacred.
is that known as nutmeg hickory,
“My wife was afraid I’d miss my train,
Another center is the kaaba, In Mec
and she got me by the shoulder and ca, a dirty black stone let into the wall which flourishes on the lower Arkansas’
shook me, telling me that it was time of the most sacred "mosque and polish river. The most elastic Is tamarack,
to get up. I got about half awake, and, ed every year by the lips of thousands the black or shellbark standing not far
somehow, I thought I was nt my win of\worshipers. The Arabic Word foi below. The wood with the least elas
dow In the bank with a long line of stone, "hagar,” appears in Scriptural ticity and lowest specific gravity Is the
women awaiting their turn. The one writings as a proper name. The Mecca Fiscus aurea. The wood of the high
at the window was handing me a pilgrimage Is a “haj,” and those who est specific gravity Is the blue wood of
Texas and Mexico. The heaviest of the
check, and, from force of habit, I said: have taken It are known as “hadjl.”
foreign woods are the pomegranate
“ ‘How much money do you want?’
Even so sane a people as the ancient
“You know, most women who present Greeks came pretty near worshiping a and the lignum vitae, and the lightest
checks want to draw some and deposit stone—the “omphalos,” or center of the Is cork. Four hundred and thirteen
the rest Well, what do you think the earth, at Delphi. The Romans set up a different species of trees grow in the
wife did? Quick as a flash came her stone of great consequence in Rome, various sections of the country, and
of this number sixteen, when perfectly
answer to my ‘dopy’ question:1
but for purposes of measurement, not seasoned, will sink In water. These'
“ ‘Five dollars will do.’
worship, and so the "London stone’ of woods of high specific gravity grow
“She got it, but I hope I won’t dream today is used.—London Telegraph.
mostly in the arid regions of New Mex
any more.’'—New York Post
ico, Arizona and Nevada. \
An Eccentric Painter.

William Willard, well known as the
painter of Massachusetts’ governors,
was very eccentric In his ways. His
special aversion was the attempted
purchase of his many old relics of fur
niture by people of wealth. A New
York woman visiting in the vicinity of
Sturbridge, hearing that the old artist
possessed a beautiful colonial mirror
■and a rare dock, tried to bu^ them.
Mr. Willard seemed to readily agree
to the sale, but when asked when it
would be convenient to have them
packed replied, “Not until after the
funeral.” "Whose funeral?” asked the
visitor. "Mine,” replied Mr. Willard,
with a Chuckle.
An' Early Railroad.

An old Inventory of the Mohawk

and Hudson railroad, now a part of the
New York Central and Hudson River
railroad, dated Jan. 1, 1833, gives the
following as the total rolling stock of
the road at that time: Three locomo
tives (the John Bull, the De Witt Clin
ton and the Experiment), three car
riages, accommodating twelve passen
gers each; nine, accommodating nine
each; two, accommodating six each,
and three, accommodatifig eighteen
each, a total capacity of 183.—Four
Track News.
Long Flight by Night.

Nearly all small birds ma^e their
long flights by night, spending the day
time quietly feeding and resting, so
that if on any day In May the treetops
are full of flitting little warblers it Is
no sign that the following day will find
them still there. Some kinds, like phoebes, song sparrows, meadow larks and
bluebirds, come very early—as soon as
the snow is all gone and the south slop
ing hillsides begin to feel warm and
“smell of spring.”—St. Nicholas.
’ The Change of a Defter.

“Business men should be careful,”
writes a correspondent of a London
newspaper, "to read their typewritten
correspondence before committing it
to the post. 1 have received a type
written letter from a gentleman of
German extraction who Informs me
that he is a ‘wholesale tobacconist and
cigar imposter? ”
Diplomacy.

“What did papa say?”
“He showed me the door.”
“And what did you say?”
“I said It was certainly a yery hand
some door, but not what‘I had come
to talk about That made him laugh,
and a minute later you Were mine.”'
London's Intensity.

London Is the most Intense of all
cities. New York Is noisier; there is
more rattle hl Paris;' In London alone
you have that subdued roar, that Inde
scribable murmur which suggests an
irresistible volume of life that Is deep
as well as strong.—Christian.
Under , the Chandelier.

Next time you go to a party watch
some of the women as they stand un
der the chandeliers. Notice how ajight
shining from above brings out unsus
pected lines and angles in all but the
youngest .and freshest faces. It Is 'A
severe test of beauty.

"Betrayed to
The Spanish
\ By SAMUEL LOVELACE
Copyright., 1905, by T. C. McClure'

passed from thelü’otch of one tree to
another and a noosed rope tied to its
center. The prisoner would be placed
on a pork barrel—an American port
barrel for the grim irony—and it would
be kicked from under him.
At the hour named by the colonel
the tfoops were under arms and form
ed a three sided square around the gab
lo'ws. Then the prisoner was brought
out. His elbows were tied behind him,
and in his contempt ter the Cubans
who had sold their officer the colonel
ordered the two men to march with
the condemned man and act as his ex
ecutioners.. They had sold a man for
money, but when it came to playing
the part of hangmen they rebelled.
They hung back, but the colonel or
dered the lash applied.
When the prisoner was led under the
noosed rope the colonel faced him and
made him a butt of ridicule. He point
ed at his rags, at his starved looks,' at
his unkempt appearance, and the sol
diers in line laughed. • From ridicule
he turned to sarcasm and thence to
abusé and revllement, and during the
long half hour the prisoner faced him
calmly without a word. There were
not ten men in the lines who did not
feel a.secret admiration for him. The
colonel had failed to shake his nerVe,
and, chagrined and angered, be order
ed one of the deserters to place the
barrel and the other to assist the pris
oner to mount.
Then it was that one of the betray
ers felt the stings of conscience. He
was the one who was placing the bar
rel. He knew whfit he was going to
do would bring him perhaps a more
cruel death than that designed for his
captain, but be did not hesitate. Like
a flash he whipped out a knife and cut
the prisoner’s bonds, and, though tak
en by surprise, Captain Tom bounded
away toward the forest.
In his excitement the colonel called
upon the lines to fire and ran after
the fleeing man. A volley was let go,
and when the smoke cleared away the
colonel lay dead on the ground, the
victim of twenty bullets.
For a moment every soldier seemed
dumb and without power to move.
Then there were shouts and yells, and
'the lines broke and became a mob.
When order was restored the rene
gades were no longer in sight. The
jungle sheltered them and the captain
they had betrayed.
"Poor devils!”xthe released man said.
“I don’t blame you much. It’s a hard
road to liberty, and a man has to be
something more than a flshwdrm to
win It”

SOCIETIES.

|
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W. R. Corps : Meetings every other Thurs
day evening in G. A. R. Hall. Mary Cassidy,
president.
Pythian Sisterhood : Meetings held every
other Tuesday evening in Pythian Hall. Mrs.
George Patterson, C. C.
Daughters of Rebekah: Meetings heldthe
first and third Saturday evenings in Odd Fel
lows’ Hall. Susan Larrabee, N. G.

Three men had lain down to sleep in
a Cuban jungle—three men in ragged
York Lodge, No. 22, F. &. A. M.: Geo. A.
uniforms and u<kempt in appearance
Gilpatrick, secretary. Meets oh or before the
to the last degree. Two of them wore
full moon each month. Murray Chapter meets
Monday following full moon. St. Amand Com
bandages over fresh wounds, and the
mander^ meets second Thursday each month.
trio looked gaunt and starved and slept
Salus Lodge, No. 156, I. O. G. T.: Meets
as If sleep had not come to them for
every 'fipesday evening in their hall on Main
several nights before. It was 8 o’clock
street.
when they threw themselves down
• Wawa Tribe, No; 19, I. O. R. M.: Meets
among the land crabs, with the evening
every Wednesday evening.
air swarming with mosquitoes, and it
Myrtle Lodge, No. 19, K. of P.: Meets
was an hqur after midnight when one
every Friday evening in K. of P. Halii. Main ’
of them awoke and softly crawled over
Street.
to another and whispered in his ear:
Earnest Lodge, No. 55,1. O. G. T.: Regul
“Diaz, awake! It is time!”
ar meetings held in their hall every Wednes
"Is the Yankee sound asleep?” asked
day evening at 7.30 o’clock.
the other as he sat up.
"He sleeps like a pig. Things could
not be better for us.”
CHURCH SERVICES;
The two moved away like serpents
through the rank grass and jungle un
Baptist CHuitCH. Main Street.
til they had covered a hundred feet,
REV. H. L. HANSON.
and then they stood up and mad'btheir
way swiftly along in the direction of
Sunday: 10 30 a. m. Preaching-Service..
11.30 a. m. Bible School.
the Spanish lines.
6.15 p. m. Young People’s Meeting
There were plenty of American ad
7.00 p. m. Prayer Meeting.
venturers in the ranks of the patriots—
Monday: 7.30 p. m. Young People’s Meeting.
men whose sympathies were on the
Wednesday: 7.30 p. m. Praise add \ Prayjer
right side and yvho ran the blockade
Meeting.
and joined the insurgents to fight for
Covenant Meeting last Friday evening in
them as they had fought for the Union
month.
years before. Such men were at first
Unitarian Church-.' Main Street.
given the hand of welcome, but when
REV. F. R. LEWIS.
their dash and bravery had earned
Sunday. 10.30 a. nt. Preaching Service.;
them promotion there were envy and
12.00 m. Sunday School.
jealously to be reckoned with.
7.00 p. m. Evening Service.
•’
The man left lying alone in the jun
Congregational Church—Dane Street. •
gle was Tom Warner, good natured,
REV. A. C. FULTON.
reckless and careless. Here, where he
Sunday: 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
had been fighting for six months, near
12.00 m. Sunday School. 1
ly always on scout duty, he was called
7-00 p. m. Evening Service.
Captain Warner. He had a commis
Wednesday: 7.30p.m. Prayer Meeting.
sion from Garcia, but the title was a
Methodist Church. Saco Road.
,
barren one. He had furnished his own
REV. WILBUR F. HOLMES.
weapons and clothing and had never
Sunday: 11.00 a.m. Junior League.
drawn a penny from what facetiously
2.00 p. m. Preaching Servlcd:
might be termed the Insurgent treas
3.00 p. m. Bible School ;
ury. He had won praise and admira
7.00 p. m. Evening Services.
tion for a time, and then jealousy crept
Monday: 7.30p.m. Epworth League?
in to make certain men hope in secret
Wednesday : 7.30 p.m. Prayer Meeting.
that the Spaniards might make him
Friday : 7.30 p. m. Class Meeting.
captive. They had heard of the Yan
Christian Scientist.
kee fighter—aye, and felt bls blows—
Room 8, Ross Block, Main Street.
and they had said that they would give
Sunday Services at 10.45. a. m.
him no quarter if they were lucky
Subjects and sermons copyrighted by the Rev.
enough to capture him. He had sent
Mary Baker Eddy.
Charming the Ants.
back a message of defiance and gone
M. E. Church, West Kennebunk.
The
mistress
of
a
bouse
in
India
has
his way, and it never once entered his
REV. WILBUR F. HOLMES.
mind that some of the men whose bat to deal with strange servants, pictur Sunday: 10.30 a.m. Preaching Service,
esque
creatures
whose
minds
are
bent
AN INTERESTING TREE.
tles he was assisting to fight might
No Reason For Two Trips.
at every point by the traditions of i’uesday: 7.30 p. m. Prayer Meeting!
The Shellbark Hickory Is a Hogged
Patrick’s wife was “ailing,” and Pat betray him.
caste
or custom. Cnota Chankldar was Friday: 7.30 p. m. Class Meeting at Miss V.
“So you wish to surrender your
W. Cousens.
Native American.
rick put on his Sunday best and
a
tiny
night Watchman employed by
The shellbark hickory Is perhaps the walked four miles to the doctor’s house selves and at the same time put the Cornelia Sorabji because be bad cho ‘Catholic Services. Mousam Hallj Main' St.
Yankee Into my hands?” asked the
most interesting tree we have, because to tell him about hef.
rev. j. o. cAsavant.
sen that occupation. But by day he
It is a strictly American tree and so
“Now,” said the doctor, when he colonel Into whose presence they were helped her do Tier gardening and after Services every First Sunday at 9.30 a. mconducted
from
the
picket
post.
wedded to Its native soil that It re had heal’d all Patrick had to say and
burying seeds would rush eagerly next
fuses to become a citizen of any other had prepared some medicine, “here Is x "SI, Senor Colonel. We wish to fight morning to see if green leaves were
against
our
good
friends
the
Spaniards
country. In the sturdiness of its roots something for your wife. . I’ve written
showing.
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
and trunk, in the boldness In which It the directions on the bottle and I want no longer, and in surrendering we
When the little green things were
place
In
your
hands
one
who
has
killed
flings out Its tough branches, in Its her to try It faithfully for a fortnight
really up there came white ants to eat
strong individuality1 of character and Then, If it doesn’t relieve her, come many of your brave men. The reward them, and it Was Chota Chankldar
Miss Ella A. Clarke, Librarian.
shall
be
what
you
will.
”
In its general fruitfulness, not forget to ine again and I will give you an
who found a remedy.
Library Hours. Monday, Wednesday and
The
colonel
looked
at
them
for
a
mo

ting its uncouth roughness of bark, It other prescription.”
“It behooves us to call a magic
Saturday evenings,! from 7 to 8 o’clock
further manifests its strong American “Now, docther, see here,” said Pat ment in contempt. The Spaniard is man,” he said. “He will say charms
Saturday afternoons from 2.30 to 4.00 O’clock
bloodthirsty
and
crual
in
wartime,
but
ism. Its winter buds are large and In rick, standing straight, and looking
Wednesday afternoon 3 to 5 o’clock for
to the white ants, pot forgetting to use
teresting. .Early in spring the dark grimly at the physician.9 “If you have he also has a code of honor. He might some black tar and such things which
reference.
condescend
to
play
the
spy,
but
he
brown outer scales fall away. The In your doubts o’ this curin’ Mary, as it’s
are deadly to the ant people.”
ner scales then lengthen to protect the Ivident you have by the way you spake, would not condescend to betray for
“Could not you and I use the black
money;
growing leaf, sometimes attaining a why don’t you give me first what
Each
one
of
the
men
was
handed
a tar and such things, Chota Chankilength of five Inches. These inner you’re goin’ to give me last?”
five dollar gold piece and ordered to dar?” asked the mistress humbly.
scales are marvels of beauty both in
“Maybe. But we could not say the
report to the officer of the day, and the
E. A. Fairfield, Postmaster.
texture and in color. The body of the
Torpedo Boats.
words.”
colonel
wrote
a
few
lines
and
dispatch

Mail eloses for the West at 7.30,9.00 a. m.; 1.00
scale is thick and leathery, while its
Torpedo boats do not ram the ves ed them by his orderly and lay down
“But we will say words of our own.”
4.Q0 and 6.35 p. m.
surfaces, especially the inner, are soft, sels against which they operate; they
, He thought for a moment and then
to
sleep.
Mail closes for the East at 9.00, lb.45 a,', rri.; 3.35
with a sicken nap gorgeously dyed in simply discharge self propelling torpe
shook
his
-head
with
melancholy
ener

Two hours later, he heard the ser
and 6.45 p. m.
yellow, orange and red, suggesting the does which, if they strike the vessel,
gy. “Ncl no, Miss Sahib! The fatherchimney corner and the heat which explode and sink or otherwise damage geant’s squad that had been sent out grandfawer ways are best always, and Mails close for Kennebunkport 9.00 a. m. and
glows / from a hickory ’ log.—Frank It Then, 4f not sunk by the enemy’s coming back with their prisoner, but our father-grandfathers always called :! 6.35 p.m.
he turned over and slept again. It
French in Scribner’s.
fire, the torpedo boat runs away and wbuld be time enough to settle with the magic men to this like trouble. Mall closes for Sanford 9.10 and 7.10 p. m.
after taking on more torpedoes Is the Yankee in the morning. The squad Besides,” he added appeasingly, “of Mails open from the West at 8.20,9.45 and 11.40
a. m.; 4.40 and 7.40 p. m.
Queer Dot of Names.
ready for service again. Torpedo boats had been guided to the place where course, th'ough we people know better
Miss Death was^brought to the Ger are built very light and of enormous the captain still' slumbered, and he than the magic «men, the ant people are Mails open from the East at 8.20 and 9.55 a. tn.;
i 1.38 and 4.40 p. m.r
man hospital in Philadelphia to be op speed. They cannot resist gun fire had been made a prisoner without-re senseless and would not understand
Mails open from Kennebunkport at 9.45 a. m.
erated upon for appendicitis. She was and are easily sunk If hit even by com sistance.
our language.”
and 4.40 p. m.
a daughter, she said, of an undertaker. paratively light shot; therefore they
So the ant people were exterminated ‘
“And so, American, you are here,
Malls open from Sanford at 9.15 a. m. and 6.40
The name of the surgeon who was operate to best advantage in the night, fighting among the rebels against our with appropriate ceremonies.
p. m. .
chosen to perform the operation was so that the threatened fleet has to be king!” sneered the colonel when he had
Office
Hours:- 7.15 a. m. to 8.(10 p. m.
Dye—Dr. Frank Hackett Dye.
very wide awake with its searchlights eaten his breakfast and the prisoner
No Twllig’ht In Mexico.
When the operation was over Miss and its slight guns.
There is almost no twilight in Mex
stood before, him.
Death was placed in charge of two
“I am fighting for' the independence ico. You watch the sun, a blazing orb,
An Odd Simile.
nurses. |
Fire Alarm System.
descending with growing swiftness and
of
Cuba,” was the quiet reply.
A Scotch minister who used Similes
Miss Payne Is the day nurse; Miss
wreathed In a veil of fire toward the
"The
independence
of
a
mob
of
dogs!
Grone Is the night nurse.AThe patient that would .bring home to the rough However, that makes no difference. horizon.' Around, the air is amber tint 23. Corner Brown and Swan Streets
recovered rapidly, and in a short time ’characters around him the truths he You are not one of them. You have no ed, glowing. Suddenly it begins to
bade goodby to Dr. Dye, Miss Payne sought to Impress was once denounc right here. You may have a commis drop behind the distant mountains, and 25 York Street, near residence of O. W. Clark
27 Corner High and Cross Streets.
ing the ingratitude of man for all the
and Miss Grone.—Fuel.
the shadows advance across the plain,
benefits . conferred on him by Provl- sion, but I do not recognize it. No reb swallowing up the landscape in mellow 34 Corner Main and Storer Streets.
el dog has authority to issue commis
dence.
Cautious.
gloom. The shadow draws1 near and 36 Junction Storer and Fletcher Streets.
sions.
You know your fate, senor?”
"My
friends,
”
he
said,
“
look
at the
In Aberdeen can- be found a w?ourt
“I believe you sent me word only a nearer—envelops the town. Behind you 38 Junction Main and Fletchei Streets.
official who Is as good a type of the hens when they drink. There’s not month ago that you would shoot me the sky is still lit up with the rosy 41 Corner Summer and Park Streets.
canny Scot as one would meet any ane o’ them but lifts Its held in thank without trial if I had the misfortune beams. A line of shadow creeps swift 43 Boston and Maine Station.
where. On a recent occasion an Im fulness even for the water that is sae to be captured.”
ly up the rugged sides of old Popocate 45 Corner Park and Grove Streets. 1 ,
portant witness failed to appear, and common.. Oh, that we were a’ hens!”
"And rest fissured I shall do so. No; petl, obscuring completely the base of 47 Leather Board
the judge was furious.
I will not shoot you; I will hang you. the mountain as it advances. Up, up 1 Continuous Blast, Paper Mid"
“Why Isn’t he here?” demanded his ' i Not Too Much For Our Good.
You
are a spy, and you shall die by the snow capped crest, deepening in 3 Blasts, Engineers Signal
honor. "It’s his duty to be here. Where n "Lawd,” prayed the old colored dea the rope.”
tint until at last it hangs like a great
con,
"please
give
us
In
dis
worl
’
whar
is he?”
“On what day and hour?” was the opal against the darkening sky. A mo ALL OUT—Two blasts.
we
livin
’
at
all
de
prosperity
we
kin
ment it remains so, glowing- find quiv On the pole near the fire alarm box is a small
The official, with true Scotch canni
but w’en we gits dizzy wld It calm inquiry.
ering as if on fire—grows smaller and box with a glass front, containing the key. To
ness, replied, "Weel, I’ll no say foi stand,
"Days
and
hours!
”
thundered
the
en goes ter celebratin’ too much des
ring in ah alarm, break the glass, Open the fire
is gone. Night has come.
that—but he’s dead.”
send ’long old Br’er Trouble ter make colonel as he showed his teeth at his
alarm box, pull down the lever, and releasing
Through
the
dusky
silence
you
seek
us sit stiddy in de boat, en we’ll be prisoner. “I have no days and hours your hotel, passing on the roadside si it, let it fly back.
The Absurd Poor.
mighty thankful!” — Atlanta Constitu for the hanging of such as you. I lent figures, fagot laden. “Adios, «se The alarm consists of four rounds of the box
"Give you a nickel?” said. Missi De tion.
string them up at my own convenience.
nupiber.
Style. “Oh, no! I never dispense , proAt 10 o’clock—an hour and a half from nor.” Their soft voiced greeting falls
upon your ear like a benediction.—Lee
miscuous alms, Why do you not obAelBompllslunents.
now—you shall dance on nothing!”
tain employment?”
"Very well, colonel,” said Tom as he W. Ziegler in Recreation.
Muggins —My daughter will be a
School Signals.
"Please, mum,” was the timid reply, great catch for some one. She can saluted find fell back and was marched
“I have a small baby, and people won’t cook or write poetry-- with equal ease away by his guard.
Through, but Kept Goins;.
be bothered by a woman with a child.” and effectiveness. Juggins—Well, my
A long winded member of the Mas Two blasts at 8 a. m. will mean no pchool in
“He is a brave man,” mused the
lower grades—meaning the Intermediate
"Then, you absurd creature, why not daughter can write poetry. I never colonel later on, “but he defied me. sachusetts legislature was delivering a the
and Primary Schools.
leave the child at home with Its nurse?” saw her try to cook it, but I’ll bet she Yes, I will hang him, and I will m^ke political address in a town not far
The same signal at 11 a. m. will mean either
—Philadelphia Bulletin.
him afraid before he is swung off. from Boston, and the village folk gath one session, or no school in the afternoon.
could.—Cleveland Leader.
J
ered
in
the
town
hall
to
hear
it.
When the dogs of renegades hear how
blasts at 8. a. m. will mean no school in
Diamond Cut Diamond.
He. had been speaking quite awhile allThree
Stuttered Out the Child’s Name.
he died, begging for his life, it will be
the schools—when sounded at 11 a.m. it will
Flannery—It seems his full name Is I "This is a hard world,” growled the a lesson to be heeded. He is hungry when finally an old Scotchman arose mean either one session in. the schools-or no
Dlnnls K. K. K. Casey. What’s all ¡chronic kicker.
and thirsty, but he shall neither eat and walked out of the haH. At the school iu the afternoondoor one of his countrymen was wait One session will mean that school will keep
thlm K’s fur? Finnegan — Nothin*. ' “That’s what!” replied the observant nor drink before the execution.”
’Twas the fault of his godfather stut inan. “The only thing with which you
The force under the colonel comprised ing with his hack to drive the orator until 1 o’clock—except in the prim-iry grades
terin’ whin he tried to say "Dlnnls Ca ban make an* Impression on It Is about 400 men. Orders were sent out to the station.
and they left to the judgment of the- teachers.
*rocks.’ ’’—Exchange.
“Is he done yet, Sandy?” asked the
sey.”-—Philadelphia Ledger.
to parade, all but the sentinels, under
arms at 10:15, and a corporal was de Scot on the box.
Cowards die many times before their tailed to see to the erection of a gal The old man turned about.
The excessive love of money Is one
“Aye,” said he; “he’s done lang ago,
of the widest doors to the penitentiary. death; the valiant never taste of death lows. His work was not arduous or
but once.—Shakespeare.
/
lengthy. A small tree trunk was but he will aa stop.”
—Cleveland Leader.
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The First—Impression

Conducted by
J. W. DARROW. Chatham. N. Yw
Press Correspondent New York State
Grange •

INFLUENCE OF THE GRANGE
It Represents the Farming Popula
tion With Fairness.

Does thé grange as an organization
wield the Influence It ought In public
matters?' In answer to ztnls question
I would say that the recommendations
of the New York state grange'are In
teresting themes for discussion, and
there are a very larger.number of per
sons throughout the state and partita
ulariy In the cities who will take ex
actly the opposite view from that
which the grange has adopted with re
gard: to some of these questions. Nev
ertheless it Is to be said that the opin
ion of the grange In all matters affect-'
Ing or affected by legislation is entitled
to serious consideration from every
body who wants- to know the .senti
ment of the agriculturists.
The grange is a fair representative
of a large part of the farming popula
tion, and the sentiments of thé farm
ing population in New York state are
more likely to be echoed in the enact
ment of laws and in the defeat of pro
posedzlaws than the sentiments of any
.trade, business or profession. . The
Case may be put more, strongly. New
York and Buffalo alorie contain more
than half thé population of the stajte,
but nevertheless it remains true that
an idea strongly and generally held by
the farming population of the’state.'
finds . expression in legislation much
more readily than an idea held with
the same degree of vigor and unanim
ity, if that were possible, in all the
large cities of the state. That is why
the opinions expressed by the grange
at its annual meetings demand atten
tion from the public.
The grange is not the entire farming
element of the state, but by examining
what the grange thinks about public
affairs the public are able to gather
valuable data regarding the opinions
of that" ¡great and powerful body of
Americans, the farmers of the Empire
State. ,, . The grange is the Ohly, organi
zation ' that ever did the farmer any
good and his family any good, and we
owe it to ourselves as well as the vast
number who ' are being benefited to
give Qttr best efforts to promote the
welfare of the order, that it will go on
increasing in membership, knowledge
and jiower. Be conservative In our de
mands, exert our energies not for self
ish motives, but for the uplifting of
mankind, and in so doing we will bring
credit and honor to our occupation and
at the same time wield a greater in
fluence in legislative halls.—Mrs.. E. D.
Frank.

Evéry business man1 recognizes the value
of making a favorable first impression on a

. prospective > customer.1

HÒw can you ex

pect to do this with poorly printed Stationery
, and Advertising Matter ? A combination of I
antiquated type, poor ink and cheap paper i

is bound to rriake'a bad impression. Wé do I

Good
Printing*!^^
using new and up-to-date type, the best of I
4 '
•
I
inks and good Estock. This combination I

1*

■

assures good,

business-bringing ■ printings ,1

J■

■ v

■ ♦ I

And our prices are“ as low as is eonsis-

Give iis a

I tent with high grade work.

If

trial order, we guarantee"satisfaction.

interested, call or drop a postal to the4

Enterprise Press
Warren Bl’k, Main St.
Kennebunk, Maine

WOMAN'S WORK.
(Its Importance Should Be Fully Ap7
predated.

A Soldier of Commerce
BY JOHN ROE GODDON

Recounting the
thrilling adventures of an Am
j erican
». commer. '
,cial traveller‘ in
VB The Russian

£

Empire

Falling in Jove
with the beauti
ful daughter of a
’high Russian of
ficial, thereby in
curring the en
She heard a groan from her father.
mity of her father
who had planned her marriage to a
prince, our American gets a taste of
the methods of
The

Russian Police

You can learn how it all turned out
by reading the story which will be
printed serially
IN THIS PAPER
»11

-

■

,.„il

Don’t Fail to Read this
Interesting Story

Begins

Next
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SUMMER CARE OF BABIES.

THE GKANGE
Conducted by
J. W. DARftOW. Chatham. N. Y„
Press Correspondent New York State
Grange

GRANGE OPPORTUNITIES.
Some Practical Thoughts From State
Lecturer Shepard.

Half-the sufferings of little children
and most of thé deaths in summer
could be avoided tf mothers only knew
bow to do it but the majority bf moth
ers are young anoMnexperienced and
thus allow the conditions to exist
which cut down their little blossoms,
and then they cry out against the Prov
idence who has bereaved them.
\
In the first placé, the diet of little
children has a great part in their
health, and if the mother has small ex
perience or the infant is delicate It
should be fefl carefully under the or
ders of a compétent physician, and
above à‘11 no soothing sirttp Or sleeping
powders? should be given.
Strict cleanliness, proper clothing and
diet belong to the mother's province.
Beyond that, if the child Is ailing, ac
cept no neighbor’s remedies, but have
the family doctor and follow his direc
tions implicitly. And bavé the doctor
as soon as the child looks pale, with
blue rings around its eyes, for by tak
ing the case at its beginning a long
illness and possible death may be
avoided,
' One doctor said that more dangerous
summer complaints came from allow
ing little ones to sit' on stone doorsteps
without anything under them than any
thing else and advised that all children
be provided with pieces of carpet and
made to sit upon them. A chili is taken,
affecting .the bowels almost Invariably
by sitting' on the stone, which always
bas a certain coldness. The next thing
is to have a flannel Shirt or wide band
next the skin, > with a flap in front
reaching well down over the thighs.
When during the summer the child is
fretful and writhes about it should be
undressed, and If it has the fine rash
called prickly heg.t, which is a torture
to the little ones, the body should be
sponged with tepid water in which
baking soda or washing soda has been.
dissolved. Both are alkalis and act
alike in allaying thè|suffering. A hand
ful of washing sodalto a gallon of wa
ter or a tablespoonful of baking soda is
right. Then tap, not rub, the body with
a soft linen, after which dust the whole
surface with borated talcum powder.
The relief is immediate and lasting.
It is a wonder how little children
survive the summer, errors of diet, too
bot and Uncomfortable- clothing and the
beat of their carriages, as they are of
ten left for hours tn them, and above all
the deadly if slow poisons called sooth
ing sirups and teething powders.

. Opportunities come to all. Some seize
them and use them, while others pass
them by. Yet to both alike have the
How to Keep Blotwee From Sllpptnaf.
opportunities come. The grange is a
When making blouses, to keep them
combination of individuals and Is sub
from slipping it Is a good plan Instead
ject to like laws. Success or failure
of sewing the hooks and eyes on the
will come to it Which will’it be? The
same to take a piece of tape of the
problems coming to the farper each
length required and sew hooks on it
day require the most careful study and
strongly. Take another length of tape
consideration. Counsel and advice are
—to cover sewing on hooks and make
needed. Thé grange school can and
neat—and sew on top of bottom part
will furnish these to those members of
of hooks where they have been sewed.
the grange' who seek Intelligently for
Then tack this hook tape on front or
help if it be wisely guided in its work.
back of the blouse so that it can be
Study of the condition of the farm, its
drawn out when sending to the wash,
xieeds, endeavoring ’as a result of this
and when the blouse is done up it can
study to carry into practice the knowl
be tacked on in a few seconds. This
edge gained, Js the duty of the grange.
bint saves breaking of hooks and rust
, That in mâny instances the grange is
ing, which destroys nearly all blouses.
not doing what it ought to do is the result
A still better way is to baste them to
of neglecting the opportunities present
the skirt It takes but a moment and
ed. In the line' of legislation the op
ts safe and certain.
portunities to benefit the farmer, to se
cure the enactment of just laws, are
How to Cave Soald* and Burns.
frequént. Does the grange use these
Oarron oil is made of equal parts of
opportunities? If not, is it not time to
linseed oil and limewater shaken to
make a change and work for the good
gether, and it is a most effectual rem
of our membership?
edy for burns and scalds. As these ao
Does the grange advance the inter
tidents generally occur in the kitchen.
ests of co-operation in buying and sell
It is well to keep the remedy there.
ing? While the grange is not establish
The way to apply it is to saturate
ed simply to save money to its mem
tome lint or, failing that, any soft,
bers, yet each grange should labor to
dean cotton or linen doth with the
further the financial interests of its
mixture and then to cover the Injured
members in every honorable way. If It
part so as to exclude the air. It is as
does not, there is another opportunity
tonishing how quickly the pain of the
wasted. Does the grange Improve ev
wound ceases after this remedy has
ery opportunity to widen the sphere
been used.
of thought of its members, thereby aid
ing them to acquire a mental training
How to Malte Andalusian Cream.
so much needed? If not,' a most valu
In ■ making Andalusian cream pour
able opportunity to demonstrate its
into a porcelain vessel one pint of
usefulness has been lost. Does the spir
iweet cream and one of orange juice.
it of fraternity manifest Itself - on all
Add to the mixture twelve ounces of
occasions with deeds as well as words?
sugar and half the peel of one orange.
This is an opportunity not to be neg
Infuse for one hour. Then strain
lected. Is the grange furnishing the
through fine muslin, add a little orange
social pleasures to its members thatTt
Sower water and freeze.
may make the lives of the Patrons more
pleasant and giving to. the tired fann
How to Clear Bruise*.
er’s wife and to the children social ad-.
To prevent the Skin discoloring after
vantages that they would not other
t blow or fall take a little starch or ar
wise have?
rowroot and merely moisten it with
Opportunities are like pearls, some
told water and lay ft on the injured
times incased in shells, requiring effort
part. This should be done immediately,
to reach them, therefore worthy of I
but may be applied some time after
greater effort to gain them. An old
ward with effect
Latin proverb runs like this: “OpportuHow to Serve Muskmelon*.
nlty has hair in front. Behind she is As soon as the muskmelons are de
bald. If you seize her by the forelock livered wipe with damp cloth or wash,
Small warts on children^ ham
you can hold her, but if you let her es to be sure the melons are perfectly
cape not eVen Jupiter himself can catch dean. Then place in the refrigerator. when they appear in numbers can 1
pt rid of certainly and painlessly 1
her again."—Fred Shepard.
For breakfast cut the small ones in keeping them constantly moist with
Half—very large ones could be quarter- lotion made by adding two drams ■
A $12,000 Grango Hall.
ed—^md put chopped ice in center of mute nitric add to a pint of water.
Millerton grange, in Dutchess county,
is justly proud of its fine ball, which
Is said to be the finest building of its
kind in the state. It was erected in
1903 at a cost of over $12,000. The
building is located near the center of
181 Main Street, Biddeford
thé village and is two and one-half
stories high. The ground floor contains
a store and an opera bouse, the latter
finished in hard wood and fitted with
FOR BABIES we have the prettiest line in the city, of slips,
850 opera chairs. The second floor is
all used for grange purposes, being, di dresses, reefers. We also carry cashmere and cotton hose«
vided into the following rooms: A hose supporters, wool and silk and wool shirts, wrappers and
grange hall 83 by 70 feet, à dining
room, reception room, men’s cloak bands.
room, ladlés’ cloakroom and kitchen.
FOR OLDER CHILDREN we carry hose, tan and black,
The building is heated throughout with hose supporters the Teddy,* E. Z., Little Beauty, Ferris and
steam and. lighted with acetylene gas
There is hot and cold water in the toilet Nazaeth Waists, cotton drawers^ jersey underwear, and we
rooms, and in the grange hall there is have just received a new lot of colored dresses in all sizes'
a fine piano. The furnishings are in red wlii^h cannot be duplicated anywhere.
Also a new line of
and green, and the walls are decorated
with sévera) excellent pictures. On on* white dresses.
corner of the building is a dock tower,
FOR HISSES we have ribbons, Beauty pins, collar pins;,
in Which is installed a large town clock,
belt pins anji a full line of belts from iog to $1.50. Collars of
which chimes off the hours.

The work of the woman's work com, mlttee in the grange is not os well un
derstood as It ought to be. The wom
an’s work committee of the New York
state grange prepares and sends out
to subordinate granges programmes for
the festival days of the grange. Each
subordinate grange should have a slm' liar committee to work in conjunction
with the lecturer in carrying out the
programmes sent by the woman’s work
committee or in preparing,new ones or
in doing both. Not only in this work is
there room for such a committee, but
1 also tn the direction of social functions
of the grange is there work for it Inideed, the work that woman does in the
grange is of so great Importance that
sa special recognition of the essential
part it plays in the prosperity of the
Order is proper. The work falling to
7the, woman’s work committee will
make It the most important committee
tin the grange. Urge upon your grange
zthe immediate appointment of such a
Ganeiral Grant’s Cigar Case.
committee if there is not one nowrPrivate Harmon Brown of Cincin
State Lecturer Shepard.
nati, one time military secretary to
General Grant, ha^ in his possession a
The Subordinate Grange.
and a cigar case which General
? The subordinate grange multiplied cigar
Grant carried over forty years aga A
‘by 10,000 1s the grange. Without it package
at the general’s head
state and national granges could not quarters arrived
one day, and Brown opened it
exist. So it should be constantly em in the presence
of Grant In the top of
phasized that in the*subordlnate grange
package was a box of choice cigars,
rls the place to “do things.” In the the
with it was a fine cigar case.
subordinate grange the men and wom and
en are trained and tested for useful Grant looked at both for a second,
ness in the representative bodies of the and then said, with a smile, "Fill it,
Order, and In it the work is done which BroWh.” His military secretary filled
benefits thé great multitude of PatronS the case with cigars from the box and
of Husbandry. So wé would urge upon handed them to the general He start
ourselves, upon officers of the national ed to put the case in his pocket and
grange, upon the leaders In state and found his own already there. Extract
Pomona granges and upon the mem ing the old case, which still contained
bers of our organization everywhere one cigar, Grant handed them to his
the importance .of laying special. stress secretary and said, “Take the case and
upon the work of the subordinate have a smoke.” Brown took them, but
grange and its members. This work is instead of smoking the cigar carefully
not less important because it Is less in preserved both. He has them nowz—
the public eye than the work of the St. Louis Republic.
state grange. Perhaps it is less in the
Fooled Him.
public eye.^but it counts for more in
the very heart of the mission of the
“Why am I like a pin?” asked Mr.
grange to help the men and women on Jones triumphantly of his wife. He
the* farms.—Grange Bulletin.
expected she was going to say, “Be
cause you are so sharp," and he was
A Strong Organisation.
simply paralyzed when she replied: ?
The Jefferson County (N, YJ Pa
“Because if you should get lost it
trons’ Fire Relief association had $11,- wouldn’t be worth while to spend time
145,000 of Insurance in force last year. looking for you.”
.¡There are forty-nine directors in as
Lucky.
;many different granges throughout the
Stubb—No, I can’t get along with my
« county, who carefully ‘examine pro
posed risks and report on the same to wife. To everything I say she retorts
the executive coìnmlttèe of the asso “I beg to differ with yout” Penn—You
ciation. Thus only the best risks are are lucky, old man. My wife just dif
taken. One of the most important fers without taking time to beg.
. features in selecting risks is to be
A- Different Proposition.
certain that every one insured shall
Mrs. Mark Ettlng—What are your
carry at least one-third of the risk, says
chickens worth today? New Boy—-I
Secretary Vary.
don’t^dare tell ye, ma’am. The boss
Salem (Pa.) grange has a totafSnem- sez I must only tell what we’re sellln’
bershlp of 150, and none is In arrears ’em for.
for dues. The members recently
Necessity does the work of couragessugar to the amount pf $300 in a co
Eliot \
operative purchase.

Week!

Stow to Keep Them Well und Allevi
ate Their Sufferings.

each. Salt shoulcf be at hand; and
some tastes require sugar. For lunch
eon prepare as above, but serve each
on a bed of grape leaves or nasturtium
leaves. If the latter are used place
one flower on side of each plate. The
yellow blossom on the green nest is
very attractive, and always select per
fect leaves, have them washed, dried
and dxilied. A delicious dessert is
made by cutting melons in half, chill
ing and filling each half with ice.
cream. Serve on leaves. Ices could
be used Instead of Ice cream if pre
ferred.

L. M. VERRILL & CO.

all kinds. »No end to the variety. Kimonos, suits, skirts and
in fact everything virhich a girl would want to wear.
FOR LADIES yve have a store full of fresh and \ desirable
goods. Our specialty this week is a white dress skirt at 98c.

“¿¿S" THE CORSET STORE JUÆT

H. P. Atkinson & Son,
& 180 Main St, Opp. City Ha|l. Biddeford.
This add is for the Cottagers and Hotel people to peruse.
Come to us for Porch Screens, Piazza Chairs, (Imported from
Japan) Settees, Lawn Swings4
;
^3.75 muslin curtains, extra strong line of novelty curtains,'
heavy draperies; the largest assortment of carpets ever shown
in this city.
Electric ears stop near our store. Telephone connection.

Open Thursday & Saturday Evening

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, WEDNESDAY, JULY 5, i905.

T. L EVANS & CO.
DEPARTMENT STORE
TELEPHONE 7-12

Mercantile Stamps
Our line of White Aprons is com
plete in every particular.
White Lawn Aprons,

15c each

White Aprons for Misses,

25c, 39c

White Aprons for Waitresses,
Nurses, Aprons with tucks, em
broidered, trimmed, bretelle and
plain, for
25c

Embroidered and Trimmed Aprons,
fine Lawn and muslin, 39c and 50c

Rubdry Face Towels,

5c each

Rubdry Bath Towels,

25, 50c

Bleached Turkish Bath Towels for
5c, 10c, 12 l-2c, 25c, 35c, EOc

Unbleached Turkish Bath Towels
for 5c, 10c, 12 l-2c, 25c

Twilled Cotton Crash,

5c a yard

Linen Crash, Bleached and Un
bleached for 7c, 8c, 10c, 12 l-2c per
yard.

Snow White Cotton Batting,
12 I-2c a roll
R. & G. Corsets in deep hip and
tapering waists for
$1.00

Summer Corsets,

25c and 50c

Ferris Waists all styles.
New line of Wrist Bags.

T. L EVANS & CO.
205, 207 Main Street. BIDDEFORD

Kennebunkport.

European Letter.

[Continued from First Page.]
Crowds went to the circus today,
Wednesday.
formations as well as the pretty settle
C. W. Huff has recovered from his ments of white houses tucked snugly
recent illness.
in the hollows of the green hills rising
Mr. Lem Brooks of Kittery was at far above them. In the orange season
home over the Fourth.
they say the perfume is wafted for miles
Miss Mary Perkins is again at Good out to sea and that nowhere in Europe
win’s,Market for the summer.
can be found the equal to the San
Miss Addie Willard is clerking at Mr. Miguel product. For hours we were
passing through the varied scenery but
W. H. Woodruff’s for the summer.
The Seaside Echo will be published at last left them behind and were once
more alone on the great Atlantic. We
this week. This is the fifth season.
travel between 300 and 400 miles a day
Mr. I. L. Meloon of New York has being drawn by two engines of 4000
been in town for the past few days.
horse power each and using 150 tons of
Automobiles are. flying thick and Coal daily. The day after leaving the
fast, scaring all the horses in town.
Azores, which they say gained their
Miss Lillian Mqrril has taken up her name'from a species of hawk or buzzard
work here imong the summer people. that was found in great numbers when
Dr. Weeks of Portland was in town they were discovered and called by the
Saturday to see J. W. Bickford, who is Portuguese “acos”, we had our first
really rough weather, though I spent
very ill.
a part of the day on deck with a fine
Nothing doing here the 4th. Most of
the people went to the Cape, and .some view of the waves tearing by like race
horses, then returned the bright sun
to Sanford.
ny skies we have been blest with
Mr. Howard Tuman has been ap nearly ever since we started which we
pointed policeman and began his duties hope will continue till we reach Gi
Saturday night.
braltar where we hope to go ashore and
Raymond Rounds of Portland} spent mail this letter to the Enterprise.
a few days this week with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Rounds.
Cape Porpoise.
■ Miss Gcldie Emmons of Biddeford is
acting as telephone operator for A. M.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Deinstedt
Welch during the summer.
a daughter.
The Colonial Inn was opened today,
Schooner Sylvia M. Nunan has started
.Wednesday. Miss Florence Chick is in
on a swordfishing trip.
charge of the same, for the present.
Mr. Owen Hutchins of Biddeford was
There will be a social dance at Myrtle
Hall tomorrow, Thursday, evening. at the Cape one day last week.
Schooners Mildred V. Nunan and
The Indian Orchestra will furnish
Richard J. Nunan have fitted for off
music.
B. J. Whitcomb, the^ photographer, shore fishing.
The Feltons of Lowell, Mass., have
has had a neat sign placed on G. B.
Carlls’ store, of which he is to have arrived at their cottage on Cape Por
poise Highland.
part this summer.
Mr. George Roper and family of
Mark Goodwin’s pet dog “Spide”
was run over by the trolley last Satur Lowell, Mass., arrived at their summer
day, near the Parker House, and killed. home last Saturday.
Nobody was to blame.
* Mrs. Edward Hutchins and Miss
The man with the Village Improve Annie Hutchins have begun work at the
ment team was on deck early this Casino for the season.
Wednesday morning, cleaning the
The Langsford House has opened for
streets. The rubbish barrels have been the season with the usual prospect of a
newly painted and set around the dif fine season. About thirty guests have
already arrived at the house.
ferent places.
Mr. Howard Campbell has gone out
We notice in the Boston papers the
engagement is announced of Miss of the meat business, and Mr. George
Mabie Littlefield to J. Marion Asher of Billings will again open a market, this
San Diego, Cal. Miss Littlefield is ex time in the room under Pinkham’s hall.
pected home this week. We extend
The house owned by Louis Albert of
congratulations.
Sanford, and until recently occupied by
Miss Lila Bqrgess, formerly of this the late Walton Kinne, is being made
town, and Lawyer Roberts, clerk of into a two-tenement house. Fred
courts at Dover, N. H., were married Seavey has charge of the work.
in that city June 28th. They go to
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Leach, Mr.
Thomaston, Camden and Mt. Desert and and Mrs. Ed. Robinson and children,
will then return and make their future and Mr. Maurice Leach and little son
home in Dover.
Donald of Lawrence, Mass., are at the
old Smith House.
The Prospect House opened last week.
Drake’s Island
The arrivals are: Mr. and Mrs. Caleb
Buckman and Miss Campbell of Boston;
Alanson Eaton captured a large seal Mrs. Campbell, Miss Ruth Campbell,
Courtney Campbell, Orland Campbell,
Sunday afternoon.
Several lots have been sold recently and Richard McKnew of Washington,
and many mere cottages will be built' D. c/
During the blasting on the street last
before apotber season.
Nine young ladies, graduates of Rad- week Melford Whitmore narrowly es
clifi College, class of 1900, are spending caped serious injury. The signal for
their vacation at “HapjSy Thought” the blast had been given, but seeing
something undone, he shouted for them
cottage,
,
, ,
to wait until he attended to it, but was
Arthur Ayer and Leslie Davis of the
not heard. He was thrown into the air
Central Bank of Lowell are spending
with the logs, but escaped with only a
their vacation with families and friends
bruised nose, striking on his,face when
at the ‘’Wayside.”
he fell. Fortunately the charge was
The 4th of July bonfire was postponed only a small one at the time.
this year on account of the absence of
Dr. L. K. Tnayer. li is hoped the
Doctor will arrive soon.
Moody.
Mrs. Ethel Forbes of Somerville,
Mass., has purchased of J. D. Eaton a
Mr. Weston Cook has purchased a
1
fine lot in Pine Grove, and will erect a team.
commodious cottage in the near future.
Mrs. Joseph Bourne and children have
J. C. Wadleigh and family of returned from a week’s visit to Alfred.
Lowell arrived Saturday and will
Mr. O. B. Green of Manchester, N. H.
occupy “Samoset Lodge” for the season, has opened his cottage at the beach for
Mr. Wadleigh is agent for the Merrimac the season.
Mills of LowellMr. William J. Littlefield and family
The cottages here are filled to over of Berwick, Me., spent Sunday with his
flowing, applications for more houses parents, Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Littlefield.
being received daily. It is evident that
Mr. Frank C. Livingstone of Manches
this quiet resort with its beautiful bard,
ter hhs leased the Maxwell place for the
sand beach and safe surf bathing is be
season, and has moved his family there.
coming more widely known and highly
Charles Kimball and Russel Hilton
appreciated.
who went to California (Los Angeles)
Other arrivals on Saturday were, a
last fall, have returned home after
large party from Somerville, Mass.*
spending the winter there.
Miss S. A. Spooner of Charlestown, N.
Mrs. Flora L., wife of John M. Davis,
H., Mr. C. W. Kelley and family of
Kennebunk, Mr. and Mrs. Littlefield passed away on Thursday, June 29,
and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brown of Wells after an illness of many months. Her
husband and one son survive her. Fu
Branch.
neral services were held at her late res
idence on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock.

Sanford.

The schdol question is now the pro
blem.
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Mariner of West
brook are spending a few days with Mr.
ami Mrs. F. O. Mariner.
Rev. B. C. Wentworth, presiding
elder of the Portland district, preached
at the Methodist church last Sunday.
will receive pupils in pianoforte
playing and harmony at her home,
Rev. Cuthbert Fowler officiated at St.
9 Mason Street, Biddeford.
George’s church last Sunday. He has
For a class of three or more Miss Moore recently been appointed by Bishop
will come to Kennebunk one day in the Codman.
week. TERMS, $15.00 a quarter.
The glorious Fourth is over, but the
celebration will go down in history as
one of thq most successful events ever
given here. The town was literally
packed with people.

Misf Mollie F. Moore,

Pnplil oi Artlinr Foote of Boston.
Alii Henry Holien Huss of Hew Tori

Subscribe Now!

For Printing~^_?
Give the

THE BARGAIN STORE

Hear ye,

Hear ye

EVERETT M. STAPLES
106 Main Street, Biddeford

Prices on Wash Goods so low they’ll almost make you dizzy.
75c
50c
50c
25c
25c
19c

Silk Seersucker,
2 5C
Silk Ginghams,
2 5C
Silk Muslins,
25C
Belfast Reps,
t
15C
Mercerized White Waistings, 12 1-2C
Drap de Voile,
12 1-2C

Wells.
The cottagers are arriving fast.
Mails are heavy, and traffic about as
much as can well be handled.
There was a dance at hotel Elmwood
July 4th. A good time was enjoyed.
The people here did very little to
ward celebrating. Many went out of
town.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Eaton had a de
lightful outing to Lake George last
week on the agents’ excursion.
Methodist Camp Meeting at Old
Orchard, Me., July 12 to 20,1905.
Reduced Rates via B. & M. R. R.

The Methodis): Camp Meeting at Old,
Orchard, Maine, conducted by Rev. B.
C. Wentworth assisted by a corps of
evangelists and singers, will, be held
July 12th to 20th, 1905, inclusive.
Round trip tickets good going July
11th to 20th and good returning July
12th to 21st, inclusive, will be on sale at
reduced rates at this station and other
principal stations via the Boston 1%
Maine railroad. For list of stations and
rates, see Boston & Maine posters or
inquire of agent.

For Sale.
An organ worth $150.00 will be sold
for $25.00, if taken at once. Call or
address
W. H. EATON,
Station Agent,
Wells Beach, Maine.

Boston & Maine R. R.

REDUCTION
IN RATES
IN EFFECT

July 1 to
September 30,’05

17c Toile Seraphique,
19c Grecian Voile,
12 1-2C Latosha Voile,
12 1-2C Lattice Voile, «
12 1-2C Greylock Suitings,
12 1-2C York Ginghams,

THE UGLY OCTOPUS.
It ts One of the Most Repulsive and
f"
Hideous of Creatures.

A greedy, voracious, relentless crea
ture is the octopus, and a most formi
dable enemy even to man, for it is easier
to cut or tear off one of those terrible
long arms with its two rows of suck
ers than to Induce the creature to re
linquish any prey it has laid hold of.
These suckers also enable it to drag
its body into very narrow crevices,
from which scarcely any force will
avail to remove it.
Like its beautiful brother the argo
naut, it defies its enemies by ejecting
Ink, but the octopus is so subtle and
clever that he can vary the color of his
ink according to the color of the ground
he is passing over, and, as he Is very
active and i darts about at lightning
speed, he constantly escapes being
caught
He Is an unsociable creature, appar
ently quite satisfied with his own so
ciety, as he roams about alone, seeking
what he may devour on rocky shores,
where he may be met with of all slzesA
varying In length from an inch to two’
or more feet.
The octopus has one very curious
habit—-when resting he colls up some
of his arms Into a semblance of the
shell of the argonaut—Pearson’s Week
ly.

A MARKET PRIMER.
It Tells About the Butcher and the
Way* He Sells His Meat.

Boston & Maine Railroad.
SUMMER ARRANGErtENT.
In Effect Junes, 1905.
WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE KENNEBUNK
For Boston, Lowell, Lawrence, Haverhill,
Exeter, North Berwick, Somersworth and Dov
erat 7.50 and 9.37 a. m.; 1.18, 4-24, 6.43 and 8.39
p. m.
For Dover and way Stations, 6.17 p. m.
The train at 9.37 a. m. and 1.18 p. m. will make
connection with (he Eastern Division at North
Berwick.
For Old Orchard arid Portland, at 7.15, 9.15,
10.56,11.14 a. m.; 1.30,4.01, 7.00, 8.41 p. m?
For Kennebunkport, at 7.10, 8.15, 9.05, 9.45,
11.15, a. m.; 1.25, 4.02 4.42, 7.02 and 8.42 p. m.
SUNDAYS.
For Boston and intermediate stations, at
1.46, 5.20, 6.46, 6.30 and 8.39 p. m.
For Portland, at 9.48, 11.42, 11.29,4.01 a. m.
D. J. FLANDERS,
Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent

BERRY
Paints

What is the man doing behind the
ebunter?
He is selling meat Let us watch
him.
What is the lady going up to the
counter for?
To buy meat from the greasy man
with thé white apron.
What does she ask for?
A five pound roast of porterhouse.
What does he give her?
A seven pound roast
Then does he charge her only for
what she asked for?”
No, indeed. He charges her for what
he chose to give her.
Didn’t the lady know what she want
ed?
Evidently the man didn’t think sa
Can't he tell the weight of a piece of
meat when he picks it up?
iJJMM
Certainly he can. Otherwise he would
never be able to know that he Is al
ways selling you a piece of meat sev
eral pounds bigger than you wanted.
Why does the man do this?
It Is impossible to associate con
stantly with greasy things and not be
come pretty smooth yourself. Now run
and play.—Baltimore American.

That’S All

Garden St.,

FISHING LINES.

Kennebunk

NOTICE !

After June i st, the following
schedule will be in force :

Tbe Very Finest Are Those Formed
From Silkworm Gut.

PORTLAND

KENNEBUNK

Kennebunk
lee Co.

Mrs. Mollie R. Junkins,

KENNEBUNK STEAM LAUNDRY

MONEY

DRESSMAKER

Etow to Fold Veils.

0. O’Connor & Co., Biddeford

Elmcroft Farm,

Velis are apt to become narrow when WEST KENNEBUNK, - - MAINE
a good deal worn, but if they are rolled
up instead of in the usual way when Particular attention given to Shirt
taken off they will be found quite
Waists and Children’s Work.
straight and like new when next want
ed.
__________
Down and Up.

"Wot did yer tell de judge?"
If you want it Buy your Goods at
“Dat everybody wuz tryln* to keep
me down."

Low Prices

12 l-2c
12 l-2c
10c
8c
8c
10c

15 lbs Ice per day, $1.00 per month
Silkworm gut forms the best line for
fishing purposes, partly on account of 20
“
“
1.25
“
its great tenacity and partly because It 25
“
“
1.50
“
BETWEEN
is so transparent. Every year a suf
ficient number of Spanish silkworm
No ice cut for Jess than io
grubs are selected for this purpose. Aft
er they have eaten enough mulberry
cents. Special rates for
leaves and before they begin to spin
AND
large boxes.
they are thrown into vinegar for sev
eral hours. Each insect is killed, and
the substance which the grub in the
natural course would have spun into a
cocoon Is forcibly drawn from the dead
And Intermediate Stations worm Into a much thicker and shorter
silken thread.
The threads are then placed in pure
water for about four hours and after
For conditions regarding tickets, ward dipped for ten minutes In a so
etc., inquire of Agents or see posters lution of soft soap. The fine outer
skin Is thus loosened so that the work
D. J. FLANDERS,
man can remove it with his hands.
Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agent. The threads must be dried In a shady
place and are often bleached with
sulphur vapor until they acquire the
bright appearance of spun glass.—Lon
don Telegraph.

INCLUSIVE,

Enterprise Press Water St. - Kennebunk, Me.

Good Work

thereby.

Whirlwind Sale of

FRANK RUTTER, PROP.,

a Trial

Read that ye

--------------

"An’ what did he do?"
"Sent me up.”—-Exchange.

Samuel Clark,

Broker and Lumber Dealer,
Ross Block,
KENNEBUNK,
Telephone, 6-12.

MAINE.

